
 

Our client is a diversified manufacturer of highly engineered industrial products. With a tradition 
of more than 150 years our client provides products and solutions to customers in the aerospace, 
electronics, petrochemical, power generation and many other markets. More than 10.000 
people around the world are dedicated to provide every day excellence in customer service, 
quality and processes. To strengthen our EHS organization and our EHS culture we are looking 
for a  
 

REGIONAL EHS COMPLIANCE MANAGER (M/W/D) 
 

Principal Responsibilities 

  Conduct regular EHS audits and reviews across different locations to  assess execution of    
       ongoing compliance with required standards,  identify gaps and recommend effective     
       solutions 
  Evaluate the efficiency of EHS control systems and recommend effective improvements 
  Provide guidance in the development of robust and effective EHS compliance controls and                    

 direction in the overall roll-out and execution strategies for controls 
  Support sites in root cause investigation processes when safety problems arise 
  Provide guidance, recommendations and best practices to sites on how to achieve                   

 expectations on conformity matters, and how to maintain compliance once achieved  
  Educate & coach sites on EHS matters, including the regulations & standards and   
       the impact for non compliance 
 Collaborate with globally approved 3rd party EHS auditors, evaluate the effectiveness of 

auditors and make recommendations on on-going partnership with them 
 Report out on current EHS compliance performance for each site under scope; provide 

updates on overall record and key actions to achieve compliance standards 
 

Required Qualifications/ Experience 

 Bachelor’s degree or equivalent in Occupational Health & Safety or a related, relevant 
       field.  
  5+ years of job related experience in industrial manufacturing environment. 
  Experience with auditing a broad range of EHS programs in a number of different 

manufacturing environments  
 Knowledge and experience of working with and applying  EHS regulatory requirements 
       and national and international industry safety standards 
 Strong project management skills and ability to plan and prioritize own work, completes 

work on schedule and maintains required records.  
 Effective communication skills, written and oral, to all levels of the organization.   
 Experience in risk management 
 Understanding of LEAN manufacturing principles and Kaizen  
 Experience in a leadership role; guiding and directing a team towards a common goal.  

This challenging position offers you a high degree of creative freedom and initiative in a future-
oriented and innovative environment.  

If you are interested, we look forward to receive your application, please only by e-mail to 
r.stuerzel@consultandfind.de.  

You are welcome to contact Ralf Stürzel beforehand at +49 151 2950 2222. 


